St. John’s Head To Deliver Final Address

President Passes On Petitions

Peter Marshall SpeaksSunday

Colorful Festivities For Seniors Feature Commencement Week-End

Buckner Heads New Marshal Staff

Summer School Nets Merit Points

Council Names Group Leaders

Dormouse and Co. Work Hard on Play With Alice

Appeal Board To Aid Students
I.R.C. Elects New Officers

Seniors Simmer Over Sumptuous Schemes for Summer Celebration

The International Relations Club bestowed some of its most important office-holders for the year. Among the officers for the current year are: President, Bette Mashburn; Vice-President, Ellie Schalk; Secretary, Vivian Huggins; and Treasurer, Mary Duke. The new slate of officers is expected to bring a fresh perspective to the club and its activities.

The club members have been planning a series of events to celebrate their summer break. One of the most anticipated events is the annual "Sumptuous Summer Soiree," which will be held at the college's ballroom. The event will feature live music, gourmet cuisine, and a Silent Auction to benefit the local community. The club has invited local artists to donate items for the auction, and they are expected to showcase some of their finest works.

Hollins Hollers Triumph While Sweet Briar Goes (cry)

At the annual game of "Hollins Hollers" held at Sweet Briar College, Hollins emerged victorious. The game was a fierce competition between the two institutions, and Hollins managed to win by a narrow margin. Hollins Hollers, led by their spirited captain, scored a total of 25 points, while Sweet Briar went down with a score of 20. The victory was a testament to the Hollins team's hard work and determination.

E. A. Steed Takes First Place in Camera Exhibit

Dr. Smith Takes First Place in Camera Exhibit

In the Camera Exhibit, the winning entry was "The Cemetery," a still life captured by Dr. Smith. The entry was judged to be the most creative and visually appealing, with its attention to detail and composition. Dr. Smith's work was praised for its ability to evoke a sense of mystery and intrigue.

The exhibit was a success, drawing a crowd of eager viewers who were impressed by the variety of styles and techniques on display. The judges were unanimous in their praise, and Dr. Smith was awarded the top prize for her outstanding contribution to the exhibit.

Soph-Fresh Classes Eliminate Hazing

After much debate and discussion, the new policy on hazing was approved by the Student Council. The new policy states that all activities associated with hazing will be eliminated from the college. The policy was implemented to ensure a safe and welcoming environment for all students.

Election Votes

In the election, a total of 1,240 votes were cast, with a majority of 620 votes for the new policy. The new policy was implemented to ensure a safe and welcoming environment for all students.

The Student Council was composed of elected representatives from the various classes. The council was responsible for making decisions on behalf of the students, and they were elected by the student body.

The Student Council was composed of elected representatives from the various classes. The council was responsible for making decisions on behalf of the students, and they were elected by the student body.
by AMY REDFIELD

Ode to the Class of 1940
O Seniors, dear, we shed rock tears
Where we think of your going.
And you can bet, we won't forget
Your many a fine charming.
Not only in the study halls
The Tea House or in Keller,
But also in those healthy bunches
(I don't mean with your fellohs)
... for sake of rhyme.

(Change of meter...)

For out on the athletic field
In Taylor Gym or pool,
On tennis courts or golfing range,
On mountains round the school,
You're seniors about a spirit fine
We underclassmen can't define,
But only hope that some day we
can do just half as well as you.

Hate to pull a sentimental, but am
forced to mention what super gals you.
Seniors are, and how much fun we've had
fighting with and against you (mostly
with and for) on the athletic field as well
as everywhere else. We certainly are go-
ing to miss you... (the reader!) It is re-
quided to me green and yellow Kleenex
... a deep area is recommended for
best results.

The seniors seem to have monopolized
the picture situation and certainly are doing
it up Hollins... aren't they cute... good!

Am forced to talk about archery as
another escape from the harsh reality of
exams and the sentimental sad thoughts of
the Class of 1940. It is a fine thing for
a girl to arch... and it is an extra special
relaxation during these glowing (hot,
sultry) days of coming summer... when
the bird is on the wing
and the cow is in the corn. More bulls'eyes have been
made since the beginning of the exam
period, warning to "those" with guilty
consciences...

Can't stand it if I don't begin to clo-
se up Hollins... aren't they cute... good!

If you've made Dean's list already and
it's the weather that has you down, I might
say that drowsiness is one of the
most
ways to combat the heat. The pool is the
best place for this and is always open in
the late afternoon when that I-can't-stand-
the heat. The pool is the
deer area is recommended for
best results.
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it up Hollins... aren't they cute... good!
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sultry) days of coming summer... when
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and the cow is in the corn. More bulls'eyes have been
made since the beginning of the exam
period, warning to "those" with guilty
consciences...

Can't stand it if I don't begin to clo-
se up Hollins... aren't they cute... good!

If you happen to be on a horse, however,
and Captain Graves asks you to soak your
animal's feet in the creek, it is only too
easy to manage a fall or throw, and
relief is found immediately, depending
on the speed of the fall and the depth of
the creek. A deep area is recommended for
best results.
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